**All the useful information about**

**ISOTOPES**

**contained in Harshaw Scientific's**

**COLOR CODED (wall) CHART of the ISOTOPES**

Invaluable as ready reference for teaching or those working with or considering isotopes

Judged by many as the most useful wall chart since the periodic chart of the atoms, the Harshaw Chart of the Isotopes makes available in easy to read and easy to use form ALL the useful information about ISOTOPES.

Eight color codes make possible rapid identification of isotope half-life and nuclear stability.

*Every college and university can make excellent use of this chart in their chemistry, physics, biology and biochemistry departments; also all hospitals, medical schools, industrial research and control laboratories who are working with or considering ISOTOPES.*

The chart is 5' wide by 4' high and is equipped with metal edges for hanging. Printed on Texoprint, a new plastic impregnated fibre paper developed for navy charts, it is washable, non-creasing and extremely tear resistant. Includes a guide book outlining instructions for reading the chart and summarizes many applications for chart.

**THE CHART PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:**

- Element Name
- Atomic Mass Data
- Atomic Number
- Element Symbol
- Atomic Weight, 1952 Revision
- Thermal Neutron Cross Section
- Stable Isotopes Color Coded in Blue
- Naturally Radioactive Isotopes Color Coded in Green
- Artificially Radioactive Isotopes Coded by Half-life in 6 Colors
- Radioisotope half-life
- Modes of Radioactive Decay
- Radiation Energies in Million electron volts
- Isomeric States
- Isomeric Transitions
- Nuclear Transmutation Code
- Percentage Abundance of Naturally Occurring Isotopes
- Fission Data (thermal fission of U²³⁵)
- Lithographed in 8 Colors Plus Black and Gray
- Corrected to February 1, 1953

Compiled and Edited by JOHN R. BRADFORD, Ph.D.
Director Radioisotopes Laboratory, Case Institute of Technology.

*International copyright

**HARSHAW SCIENTIFIC**

Division of the Harshaw Chemical Company

Outside continental limits of U. S. Rolled in mailing tube (air express prepaid) Each ........ $ 15.50
Outside continental limits of U. S. folded and without metal edges (postage prepaid) Each .......... $ 8.00

**SIZE**

5 feet wide
4 feet high
Announcing the
New (2nd) Edition of...

General Endocrinology
by C. Donnell Turner, Ph.D.

This outstanding endocrinology text approaches the subject from a truly biologic viewpoint. Now in a New (2nd) Edition, every chapter of the book has been thoroughly revised to include the most up-to-date concepts. New chapters include: The Principles of Endocrinology, Adaptive Reactions to Stress, and Endocrine-Like Mechanisms. More space has been devoted to neurosection, in keeping with the concept that neurosecretory cells perform a liaison role, connecting the nervous and endocrine systems.

This New (2nd) Edition features more logical organization of subject matter. The biochemical sections have been extended and placed near the beginning of each chapter. The new order of topics is: anatomy, biochemistry, physiology and a general treatment of clinical applications.

New photographs illustrating typical endocrine disturbances in man and animals have been added.

By C. DONNELL TURNER, Ph.D., formerly Chairman of Department of Zoology, Utica College of Syracuse University. About 600 pages, 6" x 9", with about 170 illustrations. New (2nd) Edition—Ready in May!

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
West Washington Square Philadelphia 5
UMECO
FULLY GUARANTEED
PRECISION BUILT
THROUGHOUT

Graduated Mechanical Stage

3-lens ABBE Condenser N.A. 1.4 with Research type Substage

Meyer's Gear System Fine Focusing—Extreme Precision. No back-lash can occur despite constant use.

MODEL E3N
50X-2250X
BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE

$395.00
Includes Monocular Tube for photomicrography, all accessories, & carrying case.

UMECO OPTICAL DIVISION
Dept. 25, 465 California Street, San Francisco 4, Calif.

RESEARCH BIOCHEMICALS
OF HIGHEST POSSIBLE PURITY

“VITAMIN FREE” CASEIN
(Hot Alcohol Extracted)
A valuable source of protein nitrogen of exceptional purity for incorporation into diets to produce vitamin deficiencies.

AMINO ACIDS
A complete selection of more than 100 amino acids.

“VITAMIN FREE” CASEIN HYDROLYSATE
Pre-tested for microbiological vitamin assays.

NUCLEOPROTEINS — PURINES PYRIMIDINES
A complete selection of all derivatives.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
(February 1955)
OVER 1500 ITEMS

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORPORATION
21010 MILES AVENUE • CLEVELAND 28, OHIO
The Model 13-U Universal Spectrophotometer is the first instrument to provide complete coverage of the ultraviolet, visible, near-infrared, and fundamental infrared regions—from 205 millimicrons to 15.5 microns. An accessory prism extends the range to 37.5 microns.

Optimum performance is obtained throughout the entire range. The instrument features high-speed scanning, excellent resolution and measurement precision. A wide variety of sampling accessories for solid, liquid and gaseous samples greatly extends the usefulness of the new spectrophotometer. A Model 13-U equipped with a microscope becomes a Microspectrophotometer—capable of recording spectra on single fibers, small crystals, etc.

Because of the versatility and flexibility of the Model 13-U, it can handle practically any analysis to which absorption spectroscopy techniques apply. Here, in one instrument, is all the analytical equipment needed to equip a first-rate spectroscopy laboratory.

Complete Spectroscopy Lab In One Instrument

Transmittance Recording from the Ultraviolet to the Far Infrared

High resolution run of benzene vapor spectrum made in the ultraviolet region on the Model 13-U with a 1 cm. path cell.

---

The Perkin-Elmer Corporation
840 Main Avenue, Norwalk, Conn.

Please send me information on the Model 13-U.

Please send me further information on other laboratory, process stream instruments of your manufacture.

NAME: _______________________________ TITLE: _______________________________

COMPANY: _______________________________

ADDRESS: _______________________________

---

PERKIN-ELMER—FIRST IN ANALYTICAL CONTROL
THE BAKER INTERFERENCE MICROSCOPE

The Interference Microscope represents the very latest development in microscopical optics.

In monochromatic light the images obtained are similar to phase-contrast images, but with continuously variable phase-change adjustment and a considerably greater sensitivity. The optical artifacts associated with phase-contrast are noticeably absent, whilst in white light the images are seen in colour contrast. The instrument is both easy to set up and to adjust.

The microscope enables small phase-changes, under good conditions down to 1/300 wavelength, to be measured. From these phase-change measurements the dry-mass of cells and other microscopical bodies can be calculated and refractive indices determined.

The Interference Microscope, in either double-focus or shearing form, is now available for delivery.

THE BAKER IF MICROSCOPE OFFERS THESE UNIQUE FEATURES:

- Instant changeover from IF to normal illumination and return without re-adjustment
- Low and medium powers require no immersion
- Extremely high light transmission due to absence of reflecting surfaces
- Viewing of cell interiors thru system of localized coverglass compression, removes surface irregularities
- Binocular inclined body tube for greater convenience

C. A. Brinkmann & Co.,
378-380 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

TOOL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX COLLOID SYSTEMS, AND FOR THE CONTROL OF PRODUCTION OF PURIFIED PROTEINS, ENZYMES, HORMONES

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
SAFETY — The high-speed rotating head is completely enclosed, insuring protection to the operator.

ACCURACY — The 24 tube slots in the head are individually numbered for easy identification of blood samples.

CONVENIENCE — When the protective dome is opened, the head is completely exposed for ready accessibility. The unique design of the head permits easy removal of the glass tubes.

SPEED — The quiet, dependable universal motor is capable of maintaining a minimum of 11,000 r.p.m. on any 110 volt A.C. or D.C. circuit.

AUTOMATIC — A simple twist of the knob turns the centrifuge on and at the same time sets the running time. Centrifuge shuts off automatically.

BEARINGS — The motor has sealed bearings which are lifetime lubricated and require no attention.

STABILITY — The weighted base insures stability, and rubber suction feet eliminate creeping.

SMOOTH — The rotating head and cover are dynamically balanced to insure quiet, vibrationless performance.

ATTRACTION — The centrifuge base is finished in baked glossy gray enamel and the upper portion of the machine and cover is heavily chromium-plated.

490 International HEMACRIT 11,000 r.p.m. Micro-Hematocrit Centrifuge complete with head No. 275 for holding 24 capillary blood tubes, for 110-115 volts, A.C. or D.C........................... $178.50

Can also be furnished for 230 volts on special order.

Prompt delivery from your Laboratory Apparatus Supply Dealer.
INOSITOL

...A SIGNIFICANT NUTRITIONAL FACTOR

Inositol has important relationships to cholesterol and fat metabolism. A constituent of an important class of phospholipids, Inositol is one of the lipotropic agents which help to regulate the metabolism of fat and cholesterol in the animal body. ARGO® Inositol is now available in both 50 and 100 pound containers.

Send for your copy of the booklet ARGO® INOSITOL

Chemical Division
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY
17 BATTERY PLACE • NEW YORK 4, N. Y.
designed for the professional...

LEITZ LABOLUX MICROSCOPE

Scientists, physicians and technicians who must work for long periods with a microscope will appreciate the new Leitz LABOLUX with its fatigue-free operation, precision optics and unexcelled dependability.

- Stage—instead of tube—moves for focusing.
- Individual coarse and fine adjustments are combined in a single, clutch-operated control knob.
- All controls including those for the mechanical stage in low position for fatigue-free operation.
- Can be used facing away from observer, for greater accessibility of all controls.
- Pre-aligned substage illuminator or mirror.
- Retractable spring mounts in objectives prevent damage to lens and slides.
- Inclined binocular body tube interchangeable with monocular tube for photomicrography.

Send for LABOLUX brochure today.

See and examine the new Leitz LABOLUX microscope soon.

E. Leitz, Inc., Dept. SC-3
468 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Please send me your brochure on the new Leitz LABOLUX.

Name ____________________________________________

Street ___________________________________________

City ____________________________ State __________

E. Leitz, Inc., 468 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

Distributors of the world-famous products of Ernst Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany

LENSES - CAMERAS - MICROSCOPES - BINOCULARS
**G.A.B. Interference Filters**

(Made in Switzerland)

for isolating narrow spectral bands

![Graph showing spectral range and width](image)

Spectral Range: 400-900 millimicrons
Spectral Width: 12-15 μ. Transm.: 45-50%
Size: 2” x 2”. Other sizes on order.

For
Flame Photometry and Color Densitometry
Microscopy and Photomicrography
Colorimetry and Fluorimetry

also in reflectometry, light scattering measurements, microcalorimetry, refractometry, polarimetry, and in all other fields requiring monochromatic light in the visible and near-infrared range.

Write for Bulletin #180 to

PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N.Y.

---

**PHOTOVOLT Densitometer**

for
Partition Chromatography and Paper Electrophoresis

A photoelectric precision instrument for the rapid and convenient evaluation of strips and sheets of filter paper in partition chromatography and paper electrophoresis

Write for Bulletin #800 to

PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N.Y.

---

**More Precision in Air Conditioning**

Niagara "Controlled Humidity" Method provides air at precise conditions of temperature and moisture content.

In the range from below 32° F. to 140° F. you may have constant conditions within tolerances of 1° F. and 2% R. H. with control by thermostats alone... simple and inexpensive... no moisture sensitive instruments needed.

This Method uses "HYGROL" liquid absorbent to remove moisture from the air directly. Operation is automatic; the absorbent is re-concentrated, by a new, reliable method, at the same rate as it becomes diluted.

Use it for drying processes, preventing moisture damage to instruments or hygroscopic materials, controlled atmospheres for tests and experiments. Unit capacity ranges up to 20,000 c. f. m.

Write for Bulletins No. 121, 122, address Niagara Blower Co., Dept. SW 405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

---

**MORE CONTRAST**

Announcing the
"ANOPTRAL"

PHASE CONTRAST EQUIPMENT

by Reichert-Wilska

A new method of light microscopy to achieve
- Far greater Contrast than ordinary Phase
- Optimum Resolving Power
- Elimination of Stray Light

The Anotral Phase Contrast Equipment consists of four special objectives, a condenser of high numerical aperture and auxiliary microscope and can be employed with most standard microscopes.

WILLIAM J. HACKER & CO., INC.
82 BEAVER ST., NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
When do YOU need a
RESEARCH Microscope?

When your work entails lengthy, intensive examination of microscopic specimens, you'll welcome the relaxed ease, freedom from fatigue, and appreciable savings in time that you enjoy with a Bausch & Lomb Research Microscope. Your hand rests on the table for strain-free operation of fine focus, stage and substage controls. You'll find it easier to orient specimens, even in petri dishes, with the graduated, rotatable circular stage; easier to locate repeat settings precisely for quick future reference.

When your work requires the most critical possible observation—visual or photomicrographic—the combination of apochromatic objectives, 1.40 N.A. achromatic substage condenser, and compensating eyepieces, provides maximum resolution . . . sharpest contrast, finest detail . . . for detection of otherwise hard-to-see materials and structures. Images are brighter, clearer, because all optical elements are Balcoted to reduce reflection and flare, to transmit full illumination. A complete range of eyepieces, objectives, substage equipment, and stages permits ready adaptation for the most difficult specialized studies, with choice of bright field, dark field, polarized light or phase contrast.

See for yourself, in actual demonstration in your own laboratory, why you and your work will benefit from a Bausch & Lomb Research Microscope.

Write for demonstration and Catalog D-1010. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 6426 St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.